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They did not feel that they should come for various reasons. That is all pure imragina-

tion ol course. We just don't know. I think Calvin's guess is a better one. Calvin'!

guess is that the word failed to reach these two men. and after el.l with a group of

thousanGs of people and God s's. Order these 70 men to come. There was no loud

speaker. There was no system of teephones. There was none of the elerrent. of colrr!unl

cation that we have today and even with them sup ups occur frequently. It's

entirely possible that. in fact. I think Calvin's guess is probably the best one.

Thatthe word simply failed to reach these too men. And therefore these two men were

perhaps having an interesting discussion somewhere and they were not at the place

where they wculd normally be when the Ø/ messenger would ce--vew come and say

'Come to the tabernacle. ?oses wants you right away. And so they stayed there.

A more difficult question than either of these is the question, at does it mean

when we read that the Sririt rested upon them and they prophecied end did not cease?

What did these 70 men do there around the tabernacle? I think we have to say we donêt

know what they did. We don't know what they did out there around the tabernacle. But

whatever they did it was something that was suited to giving Moses encouragement and

enabling Moses to know that he was not alone in the work. And enabling iioses to know
their

that these 70 men who had rode /n;istakes and had their shortcorings and had failed

at many points as th.y had been helping him in the pest, had received a special endurment

from Goo of His spirit to enable then to give Moses better help in the future than

they had in the past. Surely those are the purposes in the situation of these 7° men

prophesying as they stood there around bout the tsbernale. "They prophecied and did

not cease." But exactly what they did or what they said, we,d not 1--now. Now there

have Rabinnic commentators in the Middle Ages who have written -- someone wrote the
you

Book of Fidad and Nedad and this books gives/%he prophecies 0 that Eldad and Wedad
fulfilled

gave. And tells how those prophecies were fX in later years. That of course is

pure imiagination. We have no reason to think that when thy prophecied it means they

predicted the future. I'm not % sure there would be great value in 72 men standing

around predicting the future. The prophectic books are not simply predictions.
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